This paper is a book review for the informative and thoughtful book "A Global Analysis of Tax Treaty Disputes", edited by Prof. Eduardo Baistrocchi. As one of the first readers of this book, I firmly believe that it is a most fascinating pioneering work on global and comparative analysis of tax treaty disputes from empirical approach.
The rich and authentic tax treaty disputes are the most valuable experience of international taxation law for three obvious reasons. We have good reason to celebrate the consensuses, progresses and achievements of modern international taxation law reflected in the form of rational and fair resolution of numerous dispute cases. We are offered ample opportunities to vigorously examine and reflect the legal risks and root causes of the loopholes hidden in the traditional and current international taxation regime, since many tax treaty dispute cases are created by the loopholes in the rules. More importantly, based on the functional and comparative analysis of tax treaty dispute cases, we are empowered to find the right path to the destination of tax justice of single tax principle, and work out better bilateral and multilateral solutions to prevent and eliminate both double taxation and double non-taxation in globalized market.
This book successfully presented and analyzed 445 assorted leading tax treaty dispute cases concisely and coherently. It did not repeat the ordinary writing style of compendium of loosely interconnected papers, as all the chapters in this book point to the common single theme of global analysis of tax treaty disputes.
All the chapters are structured in such a coherent way that lack of any chapter or part would make this book incomplete. Even Volume 1 and 2 are interacting and supporting each other.
As tax treaty disputes are always created and resolved in the complicated international context, the authors briefed the framework of economic, political, legal and historical backgrounds of tax treaty in different countries, either in the body of the chapters, or in the appendix of questionnaires following the chapter. 
